Fig. 79.—Plan of the Leland Stanford, Jr., University.

A: The central quadrangle, with buildings now partly under construction.
B C: Sites for adjoining quadrangles, with proposed buildings. D E F G: Four blocks of land of form and extent corresponding to the above, to be held in reserve as sites for additional quadrangles and proposed buildings. H: Site for University Church. I: Site for Memorial Arch. J: Sites for University Libraries and Museums. K: Site for buildings of Industrial Department of the University, now partly under construction. L: Site for University Botanic Garden. O O O O: Four districts laid out in building lots suitable for detached dwellings and domestic gardens, with public ways giving direct communication between them and the University central buildings. P P P P: Sites for a Kindergarten, a Primary School, an Advanced School and a School of Industry and Physical Training. O R: A direct Avenue between the central quadrangle and a proposed station of the Southern Pacific Railroad, with bordering groves and promenades. Space is allowed in the wheel way for a double track street railway.